There is an implicit assumption that traditional hybrid approaches for automatic speech recognition (ASR) cannot directly model graphemes and need to rely on phonetic lexicons to get competitive performance, especially on English which has poor grapheme-phoneme correspondence. In this work, we show for the first time that, on English, hybrid ASR systems can in fact model graphemes effectively by leveraging tied context-dependent graphemes, i.e., chenones. Our chenone-based systems significantly outperform equivalent senone baselines by 4.5% to 11.1% relative on three different English datasets. Our results on Librispeech are state-ofthe-art compared to other hybrid approaches and competitive with previously published end-to-end numbers. Further analysis shows that chenones can better utilize powerful acoustic models and large training data, and require context-and position-dependent modeling to work well. Chenone-based systems also outperform senone baselines on proper noun and rare word recognition, an area where the latter is traditionally thought to have an advantage. Our work provides an alternative for end-to-end ASR and establishes that hybrid systems can be improved by dropping the reliance on phonetic knowledge.
INTRODUCTION
In the past decade, neural network acoustic models have become a staple in automatic speech recognition (ASR). This movement began with the hybrid approach where Hidden Markov Model (HMM) models the temporal property of speech and Deep Neural Network (DNN) replaces Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) to estimate emission probabilities of HMM states [1] [2] [3] [4] . DNN is subsequently replaced with variants of Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) and Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , whose primary advantage comes from their ability to model long temporal context. Output units for hybrid ASR are typically tied context-dependent (CD) states/phones, i.e., senones, which are automatically clustered using decision trees [11] and re-quire expertly-produced phonetic lexicons. There have been multiple attempts to model graphemes directly within the hybrid ASR framework, motivated by their simplicity [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . These efforts have been largely successful on low-resource languages, especially those whose written form encodes rich phonetic information [12, 14] . However, on English where the grapheme-phoneme correspondence is poor and phonetic lexicons are highly optimized, grapheme-based approaches have consistently underperformed compared to phonetic baselines in terms of Word Error Rate (WER) [15, 16] .
With the rise of end-to-end techniques starting with Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] , followed by sequence-to-sequence attention-based models [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] , and sequence transducers [24, [27] [28] [29] , the use of graphemic units has become more prevalent. These systems are able to directly model graphemes, word pieces, or whole words while achieving state-of-the-art performance on various ASR tasks. The ability to not rely on expert phonetic knowledge significantly reduces the development cost of new ASR systems and is often cited as a major advantage of end-to-end methods compared to traditional hybrid/HMM-based approaches. On the other hand, one disadvantage of end-to-end techniques is that they typically require larger amount of data to achieve good performance compared to hybrid methods. It is therefore appealing to combine the efficiency of hybrid ASR with the simplicity of graphemic modeling.
In this paper, we reassess the assumption that hybrid ASR cannot model graphemes effectively, specifically for English. We show that contrary to popular beliefs, hybrid ASR systems utilizing tied CD graphemes, or chenones for short, significantly outperform equivalent senone baselines by 4.5% to 11.1% relative on three different English datasets, the publicly available Librispeech corpus [30] and two large-scale in-house datasets in the Video and Assistant domains. Our chenone-based system achieves one of the best reported numbers to date on Librispeech, with WER of 3.2% on test-clean and 7.6% on test-other using only the provided 4-gram language model (LM) in decoding. We show that chenones can better exploit the increase in model capacity and training data compared to senones, leading to better recognition accuracy. Chenone-based systems also perform better at proper noun and rare word recogni-tion, an area where senones are traditionally thought to have an advantage due to the use of human-curated lexicons and grapheme-to-phoneme (g2p) models. Finally, our ablative analysis shows that the key to achieving good performance with chenones is context-and position-dependent modeling. Based on these results, we conclude that the ability to model graphemes directly is not unique to end-to-end methods, and that traditional hybrid ASR systems can achieve better results by dropping all reliance on phonetic information.
RELATED WORK
Hybrid ASR systems have traditionally been built upon phonetic lexicons which map words to sequences of phones that encode their pronunciations. Phonetic lexicons, such as the CMU dictionary 1 , are typically produced by linguists and undergo many careful reviews. We can further train a g2p model on these lexicons to predict pronunciations for previously unseen words [31] . The main disadvantage of phonetic-based approaches is that such lexicons are difficult to create and maintain since they require specialized linguistic knowledge about the target language. The simplicity of graphemic modeling is therefore an appealing alternative.
Previous work has shown that for several languages with a regular grapheme-phoneme relationship or complex segmental writing systems, graphemic modeling can perform onpar with or outperform phoneme-based approaches [12, 14] . In [14] , the authors proposed to derive phonetic features from the grapheme representation by extracting Unicode character descriptors; this enabled graphemic lexicons with CD modeling to outperform phonetic lexicons. By contrast, for languages that have a simple writing system with no explicit phonetic descriptor and an irregular grapheme-phoneme relationship, such as English, graphemic units have underperformed within the traditional HMM-based framework [13, 15, 16, 32, 33] . In [15] , the authors explored end-to-end lattice-free MMI (LF-MMI) training of acoustic models. They showed that context-independent (CI) graphemes performed worse than CI phones on Wall Street Journal and Switchboard. A similar observation was drawn for both CI and CD modeling when benchmarking graphemes against phonemes on a multi-genre broadcast transcription task [16] . In [32] , the authors were able to get almost on-par performance using CD graphemes with letter-specific, coda, and onset modeling; however, this was done in the context of HMM-GMM trained with Maximum Likelihood instead of the HMM-DNN framework.
The recent emergence of end-to-end techniques has enabled ASR systems to model graphemes directly while achieving state-of-the-art results on multiple English datasets [20, 25, 34] . Within this paradigm, the modeling can be done at the grapheme level (e.g., "t h e c a t") [17, 23, 35] , word piece level (e.g., " the c at") [25, 26, 29] , whole 1 http://www.speech.cs.cmu.edu/cgi-bin/cmudict word level (e.g., "the cat") [20, 36, 37] , or a mixture of words and graphemes [38, 39] . Specifically for English, it has been shown that CI graphemes performed better than CI phones in sequence-to-sequence attention-based models, though the former under-performed on proper nouns and rare words [35] . Being able to remove the reliance on phonetic lexicons greatly simplifies the process of building new ASR systems and is often cited as a major advantage of end-to-end methods over the traditional hybrid approach.
The contributions of this work are two-fold. Firstly, we present our approach to graphemic hybrid ASR which, for the first time, is able to consistently outperform equivalent phonetic baselines on a variety of English datasets. Our approach is based on well-known techniques in hybrid ASR with several modifications for graphemic units. This approach is an alternative for end-to-end ASR, combining the efficiency of traditional hybrid methods and the simplicity of grapheme-based modeling. Secondly, we provide detailed analysis to better understand the differences between phonetic and graphemic systems, including proper noun and rare word recognition accuracy, performance as a function of acoustic model (AM) capacity and amount of training data, as well as the importance of context and position dependency. Such in-depth studies have not been done on hybrid systems in previous work.
DATA

Librispeech
Librispeech is a publicly available dataset consisting of audio book recordings (reading-style speech) [30] . The dataset contains 960 hours of acoustic training data, two development subsets (dev-clean, dev-other), and two test sets (test-clean, test-other). The "other" type data is more acoustically challenging than "clean" type data. All four development/test sets are between 5 to 5.5 hours in total duration. The official LM is a 4-gram model with 200K vocabulary trained on audio books (with much more text data than acoustic training transcripts). The official lexicon is a 200K phonetic lexicon with the same vocabulary as the LM, containing both human-curated pronunciations from the CMU dictionary 1 and g2p-generated pronunciations.
Video
This dataset is sampled from in-house English video data publicly shared by users. The data are completely anonymized; both transcribers and researchers do not have access to any user-identifiable information (UII). The training set consists of 941.6K videos or 13.7K hours in length. We use two test sets, vid-clean with 1.4K videos (20.9 hours) and vid-noisy with 1.3K more acoustically and phonetically challenging videos (20.1 hours). All hyperparameter tuning is done on a held-out development set with 633 videos,
n WB a i v e WB Table 1 . Example entries in our proposed graphemic lexicon. totaling 9.7 hours in length. The average video is 52.6 seconds long with a standard deviation of 45.9 seconds. This dataset contains a diverse array of speakers, content types, and acoustic conditions, and is more challenging than the other two datasets considered in this work.
Assistant
This in-house anonymized dataset is collected through crowdsourcing. 
GRAPHEMIC LEXICON FOR HYBRID ASR
The primary challenge of graphemic ASR for English is that the mapping from graphemes to sounds is inherently ambiguous. Therefore, the key is to break down the output space with enough granularity for the AM to generalize effectively. Our proposed method is based on three main hypotheses. Firstly, we hypothesize that context dependency is especially important for graphemes. It is well-known in the ASR literature that senones significantly outperform CI phones due to the former's ability to account for co-articulation [1, 11] . Given that there is a high degree of ambiguity between graphemes and their acoustic realization, we argue that chenones will outperform CI graphemes by an even larger margin. This hypothesis is supported by previous findings, where CI phones outperform CI graphemes in the hybrid paradigm [15, 16] and the improvement from CI to CD is larger for graphemes compared to phonemes [16] . Secondly, we hypothesize that position dependency is important for graphemes. This means that the same grapheme (e.g., "a") may sound differently depending on whether it appears at the word boundary (e.g., "amber", "theta") or in the middle of a word (e.g., "dart"). This is supported by previous experiments with HMM-GMM [32] ; however, it is unclear if the result still holds in a hybrid setup.
Thirdly, we hypothesize that casing information is important for graphemes. The convention in written English is to upper case abbreviations (e.g., "DNN") and capitalize proper nouns (e.g., "Michael"). We argue that when the data follow this convention, it is preferable to preserve the casing rather than lower-casing every letter. This may enable the model to better distinguish abbreviations from their lower-cased forms (e.g., "SAT" vs. "sat") and learn pronunciation variants of proper nouns. Combining context dependency, position dependency, and casing information will create enough granularity for the AM to handle the phonetic ambiguity of graphemes. Table 1 gives several examples of what our graphemic lexicon looks like after incorporating these three hypotheses. The grapheme set used in this work is limited to the 26 standard English characters (both lower-cased and upper-cased), plus hyphens, apostrophes, and two special tokens, SIL and GARBAGE, which map to silence and out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words, respectively. Graphemes at word boundary positions are annotated with a special WB tag. The WB and non-WB versions of the same graphemes are technically separate acoustic units; however, they may be merged together during decision tree clustering. Letters that are not in the grapheme set are simply ignored; for example, "DNN" and "D.N.N." map to the same pronunciation since the grapheme "." is skipped. We convert words with accent marks in them (e.g., "naïve") to their closest non-accented form using unidecode 2 . Once the graphemic lexicon is prepared, we can apply traditional hybrid ASR techniques as usual, treating graphemes analogously as phonemes.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Lexicon Preparation
For graphemic lexicons, we follow the process described in Section 4. The final grapheme set differs for each dataset due to different conventions in the training transcripts. Among the three datasets, Video is the only one where the training text has casing information; we use all lower-cased graphemes for the other two datasets.
For phonetic lexicons, we follow the same approach to annotate phones at word boundaries with the WB tag. The Librispeech phonetic lexicon uses the provided CMU phone sets, preserving all stress markers. These different variants of the same phone may be clustered together during decision tree building. The phonetic lexicons for Video and Assistant use our in-house English phone set based on International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA), with no explicit stress markers.
GMM Bootstrapping and Decision Tree Building
We train a bootstrap HMM-GMM system until Speaker Adapted Training (SAT), following the standard Kaldi Lib-rispeech recipe 3 . This bootstrapping process uses 1K hours of randomly selected training data; for Librispeech this corresponds to the entire training set. We then generate alignments on the bootstrap data and build tri-phonetic/tri-graphemic decision trees with questions automatically generated from the alignment statistics. Each phoneme/grapheme and its word boundary (WB) variant can optionally share the same starting root node and may be clustered together. The number of tied CD phones (senones) and graphemes (chenones) ranges from 7K to 9K across all systems; this was chosen based on bootstrap WER on the development split. We model each phoneme/grapheme using a simple 1-state HMM topology with fixed self-loop and forward probability (0.5).
Acoustic Model Training
All experiments in this work employ multi-layer Latency-Controlled Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory RNNs (LC-BLSTM) [40] with a softmax output layer trained on 80-dimensional log Mel-filterbank extracted with 25ms FFT windows and 10ms frame shift. The LC-BLSTM operates on 1.28s chunks with 200ms lookahead. The default model architecture has four hidden layers with 600 units for each direction (4x600), totaling approximately 35M free parameters. We also try two larger architectures for Librispeech, 5x800 (approx. 80M params), and 6x1000 (approx. 140M params), in order to better understand the AM performance as a function of network size. The first hidden layer of the LC-BLSTM subsamples the input by a factor of two [9] , so that the posterior is emitted at a reduced 20ms frame rate.
We employ speed perturbation [41] and SpecAugment's LD policy [34] when training on Librispeech. Although these are considered data augmentation techniques, they do not use any additional resources other than the provided Librispeech data. We do not use any data augmentation for the other two datasets as we found no significant benefit from these techniques when the training set is large (more than 10K hours) and the model is small (less than 50M params).
The AM training process happens in two stages. First we train the model with Cross Entropy (CE) loss for 25 epochs (Librispeech) or 20 epochs (Video and Assistant) with a batch size of 128, Adam optimizer [42] , 5 × 10 −4 learning rate, 0.5 dropout, and Block-wise Model-Update Filtering (BMUF) with 0.875 block momentum [43] . The learning rate is halved whenever the development frame error rate (FER) does not improve. We use 16 GPUs during CE training for Librispeech and 32 GPUs for Video and Assistant. The best CE model in terms of development WER is used as the initial seed for LF-MMI [44] training in the second stage; we found that bootstrapping from CE gives slightly better results than training LF-MMI from scratch. For LF-MMI we train for 8 epochs with a batch size of 32, Adam optimizer, 10 −5 learning rate, Table 3 , our WERs on Librispeech are state-of-the-art compared to other hybrid models and competitive with end-to-end approaches. We could possibly get further improvement by incorporating neural LM rescoring [45] and speaker adaptation 3 . It is interesting to note that as we increase the AM size from 4x600 (35M params) to 6x1000 (140M params) for Librispeech, the graphemic system improves significantly, reducing WER by 15.8% relative on test-clean and 20.8% on test-other. By contrast, the relative improvement is smaller for the phonetic system, 10.0% on test-clean and 10.8% on test-other. This suggests that graphemic units may provide a more fine-grained output space that more powerful acoustic models are able to exploit.
In order to better understand the differences between the two systems, we analyze Librispeech utterances in both test-clean and test-other where the graphemic system performs better and vice versa. As shown in Table 4 , the phonetic system tends to misrecognize proper nouns with relatively poor pronunciations such as "de [D AH] tonnay [T AH N EY] charente [SH AA R EH N T EY]", whereas the graphemic system typically does better on similar words. On the other hand, the graphemic system tends to fail on words whose grapheme sequences do not correspond well to how they are pronounced, such as "xavier" and "arsinoe." The graphemic system also frequently makes homophone errors where two words are spelled differently but sound similar, such as "parlor" vs. "parlour" and "murdoch" vs. "murdock." Developing methods to help graphemic systems rectify such errors will be an interesting future research direction.
Proper Noun and Rare Word Recognition
The goal of this section is to objectively quantify the recognition accuracy on proper nouns and rare words on Librispeech, as a follow-up to the observation in nouns and rare words were shown to be a weakness of end-toend graphemic LAS models [35] . It could be that chenones, due to context and position dependency, are more conducive to accurate proper noun and rare word recognition than the CI graphemes used in their work. It will be an interesting followup study to see if end-to-end models can leverage chenones to improve their results further. It is also particularly interesting to compare chenones and word pieces [25, 26, 29] more closely. Both methods can be considered context-dependent modeling, but chenones leverage acoustic information while word pieces only utilize text data.
Ablative Analysis
In this section, we analyze the performance of our ASR systems under different conditions to better understand the impact of various modeling decisions. We first investigate ASR performance as a function of training hours, where we limit LC-BLSTM training to {50, 200, 480, 960} hours of Librispeech data sampled randomly from the overall training set. Table 6 shows that the difference between phonetic and graphemic systems starts out very small at 50 hours and gradually becomes larger as the data size increases. This suggests that graphemic AMs are better able to generalize given large amount of data, echoing the previous observation regarding network size in Section 6.1 as well as the finding that graphemic system improved faster with more data [32] . One caveat with this analysis is that GMM bootstrapping and decision tree building were still done on the full 960 hours. Since these two steps are arguably more difficult for graphemes than phonemes, we may see the difference become smaller or even reversed if GMM bootstrapping and tree building are also done on the trimmed training sets.
In terms of casing information, as hypothesized in Section 4, we observe slightly better performance on Video (the only dataset with casing information) with cased graphemes compared to lower-cased graphemes: 15.0 vs. 15.4 on vid-clean and 21.9 vs. 22.0 on vid-noisy. Most of the improvement came from correctly recognizing abbreviations due to cased grapheme modeling.
Finally, Table 7 shows that context and position dependency are critical for graphemes, but not for phonemes. CI phones outperform CI graphemes by 4.9% on test-clean and 12.1% on test-other. The trend is reversed when we add context dependency (specifically tri-context); while phonetic results did not improve much, graphemic results improved significantly. This confirms that CD modeling is especially important for graphemes and is inline with findings in previous work [15, 16] . Similarly, the phonetic system achieves similar performance with and without position dependency (using the WB tag), but the non-WB graphemic system degrades by 14.7% on test-clean and 9.5% on test-other. This means that the trend observed in HMM-GMM [32] also holds true for hybrid systems.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we establish that hybrid ASR systems utilizing chenones significantly outperform equivalent senone baselines in both overall WER and proper noun/rare word recognition. Powerful acoustic models, large training data, and context/position dependency are crucial to obtain optimal results with chenones. Based on these results, we argue that English hybrid ASR systems can be improved by removing the reliance on phonetic information, which in turn greatly simplifies the development process of new ASR models. Future work will explore using chenones with end-to-end techniques, improving graphemic results on long-tail words with unconventional spellings, and other graphemic modeling approaches beyond chenones.
